Abstract. Quantum Evolutionary Algorithms (QEA) are novel algorithms proposed for class of combinatorial optimization problems. The probabilistic representation of possible solutions in QEA helps the q-individuals to represent all the search space simultaneously. In QEA, Q-Gate plays the role of update operator and moves qindividuals toward better parts of search space to represent better possible solutions with higher probability. This paper proposes an alternative magnetic update operator for QEA. In the proposed update operator the q-individuals are some magnetic particles attracting each other. The force two particles apply to each other depends on their fitness and their distance. The population has a cellular structure and each q-individual has four neighbors. Each q-individual is attracted by its four binary solution neighbors. The proposed algorithm is tested on Knapsack Problems, Trap problem and fourteen numerical function optimization problems. Experimental results show better performance for the proposed update operator than Q-Gate.
Introduction
Quantum Evolutionary Algorithms are new optimization algorithms proposed for class of combinatorial optimization problems [1] . QEA uses probabilistic representation for possible solutions and this characteristic helps the q-individuals to represent all the search space simultaneously. Several works try to improve the performance of QEA. Combining the concepts of Immune systems and QEA, [2] proposes an immune quantum evolutionary algorithm. In another work [3] proposes a novel particle swarm quantum evolutionary algorithm. A new adaptive rotation gate is proposed in [4] which uses the probability amplitude ratio of the corresponding states of quantum bits. Inspired by the idea of hybrid optimization algorithms, [5] proposes two hybrid-QEA based on combining QEA with PSO. In [6] a novel Multiuniverse Parallel Immune QEA is proposed. In the algorithm all the q-individuals are divided into some independent sub-colonies, called universes. Since QEA is proposed for the class of combinatorial optimization problems, [7] proposes a new version of QEA for numerical function optimization problems. A novel quantum coding mechanism for QEA is proposed in [8] to solve the travelling salesman problem. In another work [9] points out some weaknesses of QEA and explains how hitching phenomena can slow down the discovery of optimal solutions. In this algorithm, the attractors moving the population through the search space are replaced at every generation. A new approach based on Evolution Strategies is proposed in [10] to evolve quantum unitary operators which represents the computational algorithm a quantum computer would perform to solve an arbitrary problem. In order to preserve the diversity in population and empower the search ability of QEA, [11] proposes a novel diversity preservation operator for QEA. Reference [12] proposes a sinusoid sized population QEA that makes a tradeoff between exploration and exploitation. While QEA is suitable for combinatorial problems and is relatively weak for real coded problems like numerical function optimization problems, several works have focused on this foible. Reference [13] proposes a probabilistic optimization algorithm, which similar to QEA uses a probabilistic representation for possible solutions.
In QEA, Q-Gate plays the role of update operator and moves the q-individuals toward better parts of the search space. Each q-individual moves toward its best observed possible solution and the only interaction among the q-individuals is the simple copying of best observed binary solutions (see local and global migrations in [1] ). This paper proposes a more complicated update operator for QEA, inspiring magnetic field theory which offers more interaction among q-individuals and binary solutions to help the q-individuals extract more information from each other. In the proposed algorithm, the binary solutions attract q-individuals and the binary solutions with higher fitness apply more force to the q-individuals. The proposed algorithm has a parameter and this paper tries to investigate the effect of the parameter on the performance of the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm is tested on several benchmark functions including Knapsack problem, Trap problem and numerical function optimization problems. Experimental results show better performance for the proposed update operator than Q-Gate. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Quantum Evolutionary Algorithm and its representation. In section 3 the proposed algorithm is proposed and its parameter is investigated. Experimental results are performed in section 4 and finally section 5 concludes the paper.
QEA
QEA is inspired from the principles of quantum computation, and its superposition of states is based on qubits, the smallest unit of information stored in a two-state
